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Much has been written and discussed about the challenges faced 
by the semiconductor industry as the monumental task of 
transitioning to the new wafer size of 450mm finally comes 

to pass – for this is a story like no other in the industry’s history, 
perhaps even in human history. That may sound a bit grandiose, but 
remember, this is a staggering undertaking – to build the world’s 
largest fabs with the ability to output the tiniest, most high value 
products in the world.

A transition to a larger wafer size will bring many opportunities, 
some of which include helping to evolve the way devices are 
fabricated, introducing different chemistries, supporting greener, 
more sustainable builds and improving the efficiency of the entire 
process infrastructure. However, these next generation fabs present 
new challenges with respect to the design of the facilities, substrate 
handling, tool connection, chemical distribution, water and electrical 
systems and maybe, more importantly, supply chain dynamics. 

Those in the semiconductor industry have become immune to 
the sheer enormity of the monetary terms dealt with every day in 
the business – a billion here, a billion there...what’s a few hundred 
million dollars between friends? There is a danger inherent in this 
flippancy, for it masks thinking of 450mm as a “done deal” and even 
more crudely as “just a bigger pizza”. The general idea that was used 
to develop 300mm equipment was to simply scale 200mm tools. 
From a cost and physical size standpoint, this approach simply 
won’t be adequate to achieve success for 450mm. Issues of economic 
scale and complexity will force fab designers, original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) and process integrators to investigate all 
open avenues in the search for solutions to the huge challenges that 
accompany 450mm. 

The collaboration that finally started to get the transition moving, 
began first with the foundation of the Global 450 Consortium 
(G450C) and more recently with the Facility 450 Consortium 
(F450C). Both are solid foundations from which to approach 
engineering challenges, but they are only part of the complex dance 
that will push 450mm from its initial concept to an actual facility 
producing the devices we are all so addicted too. From a logical 
perspective, 450mm is indeed just a larger version of what has gone 
before, though there are numerous disruptive issues that aren’t being 
readily addressed; including those, for example, that have roots based 
in the exponential nature of the costs involved with the switch, and 
it’s those that form the basis of this article.

In semiconductor circles, it’s well known that should anyone be in 
the market for a brand new, leading-edge facility, they’d better have at 
least $5 billion to $7 billion burning a hole in their pocket. However, 
should 450mm be required, estimates range from $10 billion to 
$12 billion and upwards, which is approaching the quarterly gross 

domestic product of a decent-sized principality, let alone a factory 
whose sole aim is to make electronic components.

Figure 1: Fab Costs by Wafer Size
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The upshot of this cost escalation is the resulting cost reduction 
pressure that trickles down the supply chain with each tier of supplier 
in turn pressuring their respective supply chains to do the same, 
all in a bid to reduce costs. While this is natural and characteristic 
of a healthy and competitive market, the modern semiconductor 
construction and installation supply chain is not one of equals, and 
as the old adage goes – a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. 
In an immature market with eight to 10 suppliers for every link of 
this chain, pressure such as this poses no threat, and in fact, helps 
breed excellence. The semiconductor industry spent most of the 
2000s maturing to the point where many of the business segments, 
be they tool, material or engineering based, have thinned out to the 
point where only a few players are left to compete; and they massively 
range in size. When cost pressures such as these are applied to this 
type of ecosystem, the results are often not too dissimilar to a class of 
disruptive students.

For this analogy, take a class of 30 pupils as a test case to explain 
this phenomenon. First, let it be noted that this is referring to the 
current situation and not that of 450mm, so imagine this problem as 
immediately twice as complex. Children, in small numbers, alone or 
in pairs, are usually pleasant and easy to be around. In large numbers, 
however, they exhibit the same societal infrastructure shown 
throughout nature and free ecosystems everywhere: namely, they 
have a tendency to disagree. They will generally fall into a natural 
pecking order, where the bigger kids beat on the medium sized kids 
and they in turn beat up on the little kids, so on and so forth. In 
a healthy environment, this natural order is tamed by a figurehead 
of authority (teacher, parent, etc.), and tasks are generally done on 
time and on the whole in predictable controlled conditions beneficial 

Facilitating Cooperation: 450mm Costs, 
Supply Chain Risks and Lean Principles

Joe Cestari, President, Total Facility Solutions, Inc.
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to all. Should the teacher/authority figure NOT be able to control 
the group, then it reverts to its competitive nature and the big kids 
will most likely start beating on the small kids again, stealing their 
lunch money or otherwise. This is not too dissimilar to the situation 
that the semiconductor industry currently faces with regards to new 
fab projects. The main difference being of course the lunch money 
situation, as it was a soft euphemism for the profit margins of the 
smaller entities. 

So what? Why fight the laws of nature? Capitalist markets copy 
nature in many ways; it is the basis of a free market system. However, 
building a facility as large, complex and time sensitive as a 450mm fab 
is a massive undertaking whereby the risks are shared by all. All win 
or lose together, and so it would make sense that all share a common 
goal, and lunch money should remain steadfastly in sticky pockets. 
This is a system that is heavily co-dependent; what harms the system 
will, after enough time and erosion, hurt every entity within it. Even 
at 300mm, there are now so few players willing to take on the risks 
associated with cutting-edge semiconductor facilities that when the 
switch to 450mm is finally here, what’s to stop the few that remain 
from just pulling out of it all – thereby breaking the chain and taking 
their years of valuable experience with them? 

At this late stage of the game (in industry terms), it’s highly 
unlikely that any new companies will come in to fill the void. Should 
they have the stomach to do so, they’ll have decades of learning to do 
in a very short span of time, which leads to the logical conclusion that 
all within the supply chain either sink, or swim, together. Sadly, most 
have not yet gotten around to thinking along these lines, and unless 
steps are taken to assist those who’ve had their lunch money taken 
away, there’s only one logical reaction to such fierce margin erosion: 
Overbidding. Any vendor that knows upfront that they’re going to 
get mugged for their lunch money is going to hide a few dollars in 
their shoe. Pressure to cut margins to unsustainable levels forces a 
simple choice; either get out of the segment or plan for the eventuality 
by increasing the opening bids to make up for the expected loss. This 
is all of course a false economy, but all of these behavior patterns are 
functions of the same scenario; remove a dollar from the supply chain 
in an open competitive system, and that dollar gets pulled from some 
else’s pocket. It doesn’t simply morph into existence; someone doesn’t 
get lunch. The same free market competitive dynamics which initially 
make a supply chain healthy and competitive in its early iterations 
have the reverse effect in a mature market: damaging it’s capability 
to succeed by increasing delays, bloating costs and splintering the 
relationships between partners in the enterprise. 

Returning to the classroom analogy, part of this issue could be 
solved by instilling an authority figure of some kind to act as an 
independent arbitrator or referee between the parties. The only 
issue with this approach is of course the question of who would be 
acceptable to all parties? A case could be made for having those that 
commissioned the facility as the acting authority figure, but since the 
initial cost pressure essentially comes from them, it would seemingly 
change nothing for the current scenario. One logical argument is 
found in a potential consortia of some type that all participants have an 
equal say in, and an equal share of, the vote: which is a stratagem that 
has considerable success in the semiconductor industry, and therefore 
isn’t beyond the realms of reason if a sound basis for agreement can 
be made. This approach will in turn allow the adoption of a common 
practice that many industries have successfully implemented; lean 
manufacturing principles.

Figure 2: Lean Manufacturing Core Principles as Applied to 
Manufacturing Operations.
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Whilst the concept of using lean manufacturing is commonplace 
in the fab itself, once completed, it’s almost completely alien in the 
design, construction and installation of those same facilities. The lean 
manufacturing concept has its roots back in the earliest days of the 
production line; almost as soon as Henry Ford showed how mass 
production allowed products to be reliably made for a fraction of 
the cost. After this, the race was on to perfect processes and find a 
comprehensive approach to reduce waste and increase production in 
order to maximize profitability. Of course a $5 billion fabrication 
facility is not a mass-produced product, and so many of the same 
rules do not apply, but there’s nothing stopping the key principles 
and ideas of lean practices being put into action. 

So why hasn’t it been done already? Well if it’s not already apparent 
where this is going, it’s because the key ingredients in the lean approach 
are communication and cooperation, which roundly brings us back to 
the beginning of this piece. For 450mm to realize its full promise, it 
needs to be recognized that the bigger pizza has to feed larger stomachs, 
and if any of the ingredients are missing then there’s a very real risk of 
not having it happen at all. We are forced to innovate in terms of process 
technology, substrate handling/transport and process flexibility. “Point 
of Process” sensing and control technology will be critical, since remote 
subsystems (in the sub-fab) will not be sufficient for 450mm. In short, 
the industry as a whole must understand the 450mm impact to the fab 
facility infrastructure and the workings of the entire supply chain. 

Through the cooperation evident from across the supply chain 
and in groups like the G450C and F450C, there are templates that 
show that such cooperation between competitive entities is a real 
world possibility and not just a pipe dream. Beyond this, it’s even 
arguable that a joint approach to realizing a new 450mm facility is 
not only desirable for all concerned, but could well be a necessity; 
because at this late stage in the industry’s development, none can 
afford to fail, and none need too. ▪
About the Author
As the president of TFS, Joe Cestari has more than 25 years of high technology 
industry experience, including semiconductor device design, process and 
equipment engineering, advanced technology development, international 
operations and supply chain management. His history in the contracting and high 
purity systems environment and extensive executive experience in complimentary 
markets will advance TFS’ development into a premiere contracting and systems 
provider resource in the US.
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Today’s semiconductor market is worth a little over $300 billion. 
A large percentage of this market is in the building blocks for 
smart devices and the wired and wireless infrastructure that 

make these devices valuable. The World Development Indicators, 
Internet World Stats for 2011 showed a world population of 6.8 
billion—the total available market for smart devices. The Internet 
World Stat showed twice as many connected objects, 12.5 billion in 
the same year. By 2015, the numbers will be 7.1 billion and 25 billion 
respectively. The future growth of semiconductors will be driven by 
the amount of silicon going into these connected devices. This article 
will explore the forces driving the growth of smart connected devices. 
It will explore the likely significant impact these connected devices 
will have on the larger semiconductor industry and examine their 
composition — microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) CMOS 
controller and memory elements. 

Let’s begin with a definition of the “Internet of Things” (IoT). 
Kevin Ashton, cofounder of the Auto-ID Center of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), coined the term Internet of Things 
in 1999 to describe a system where the Internet is connected to 
the physical world via ubiquitous sensors. The Auto-ID Center at 
MIT and related market analysts publications further popularized 
the concept. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is often seen as 
a prerequisite for the Internet of Things. If all objects and people 
in daily life were equipped with identifiers, they could be managed 
and inventoried by computers. Tagging of things may be achieved 
through such technologies as near field communication, barcodes, 
QR codes and digital watermarking.

The reality is that anyone with a smart phone has already been 
tagged as soon as its user enables location services. When this occurs 
the phone is interacting autonomously over the Internet, determining 
the user’s location and sharing that location with social networking 
sites. Within the phone is an array of electronics that provide an 
enormous amount of information on the user: GPS that specifies 
the user’s current location and an accelerometer and gyro that detail 
his orientation and geographic movement. One popular app called 
Waze uses smart phone location and movement to report on traffic 
flow in the San Francisco Bay Area. Qualcomm also offers FlashLinq, 

which allows the smart phone to accept notifications from merchants 
and other users when the phone is in the same geographic regions. 
Merchants can then send coupons to the phone to attract the user 
into their shop.

Market Reality
To understand the optimistic estimates of the IoT market size, 
an overview of the forces converging to enable the technology’s 
adoption is in order. One force is the cloud, where huge amounts of 
data are being collected by the likes of Google, Apple, Amazon, IBM, 
Microsoft, the U.S. and local Government, etc. The second and 
related force is “big data.” The term describes the software tools that 
run analytics on this massive amount of data and provide relevant 
results to just about any question. The cloud and big data are enabling 
the proliferation on apps providing every imaginable information 
service to smart phone and tablet users: open parking spaces in a 
metropolitan area, arrival and departures of mass transportation, 
places of business near a user’s current location, etc. And this is in 
turn is creating a steady growing demand for more portable smart 
devices.

Melanie Swan in her article “Sensor Mania! The Internet of Things, 
Wearable Computing, Objective Metrics, and the Quantified Self 2.0” 
in the Journal of Sensor and Actuator Networks characterized the 
Internet of Things by market segment into three main categories: 
health self-tracking and personal environment monitoring, 
automotive and transportation applications and monitoring and 
controlling the performance of homes and buildings. 

Different suppliers in the overall value chain contribute individual 
elements to the IoT. Chip companies such as Qualcomm, Broadcom, 
ST, Infineon and others are providing the communications 
hardware—3G/4G, LTE, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc—to exploit the 
available bandwidth and the computing horsepower to execute the 
applications communicating with the cloud and big data. Cisco, 
Broadcom and their competitors are building the communications 
and switching infrastructure to connect all these smart devices to 
the cloud and derive the benefits of using big data. AT&T, Verizon, 
Comcast and all other communications service providers are 

Roles of CMOS and MEMS in the Expanding 
Internet of Things Market

Linh Hong, VP of Sales & Marketing, Kilopass
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connecting these smart devices wirelessly at the highest bandwidth 
anywhere anytime to the Internet. 

Emerging Applications
Up to now, the smart phone and tablet have provided the largest 
concentration of IoT terminals—the handset/tablet being “the” 
thing. Now, consider connected commercial (ground) vehicles. In 
February of this year, USA Today reported that GM and AT&T were 
intending to provide 4G connectivity in most GM cars by 2014. The 
two companies’ marketing hoopla promoted Web connectivity in the 
car all the time. The connectivity could also provide a powerful tool 
to the automaker if he chose to use it. Connecting the existing car 
network back to the automaker’s data center could enable continuous 
monitoring of the car‘s health and alert the user to potential 
mechanical failure, especially on leased vehicles that the automaker 
or leasing company owns. The vehicle’s black box could provide 
instantaneous alerts to police and fire in the case of an accident 
with information on crash severity using speed and other recorded 
variables.

Federal Express offers a service called SenseAware that allows 
shippers to place a tracking device in a package and set up a shipment 
in the SenseAware application. The device enables the shipper 
to continuously monitor the package for current location when 
traveling on the ground; accurate temperature, relative humidity and 
barometric pressure readings; as well as alerts or notifications when 
a package’s contents have been exposed to light. The Fedex service 
is available on Fedex as well as commercial carriers in the U.S. and 
overseas. 

The full realization of the IoT won’t occur until low cost smart 
sensors are deployed throughout the world and connected to the 
cloud and analyzed. Projects such as Hewlett Packard Labs’ Central 
Nervous System for the Earth (CeNSE) and IBM’s Smarter Planet 
initiative give a preview of this completely sensed planet. The 
HP CeNSE wireless sensing system will help Shell acquire high-
resolution seismic data to more easily and cost-effectively explore 
difficult oil and gas reservoirs. HP’s CeNSE envisions a world where 
sensing nodes the size of a pushpin are stuck in the earth to detect 
seismic activity, on bridges and buildings to warn of structural strains 
or weather conditions, scattered along roadsides to monitor traffic, 
weather and road conditions. And HP is developing silicon sensors 
1,000 times more sensitive than those in today’s smart phones or an 
automobile’s airbag system to enable this vision. 

IBM’s Smarter Planet is developing the big data and cloud 
computing software that will analyze the huge amount of data 
these sensors will generate. An IBM Smarter Planet solution for the 
Singapore Land Transport Authority’s national transport fare system 
enables riders to use a single card to pay for all modes of transport as 
well as to pay for vehicle congestion charges and parking. The system 
moves three million bus riders and 1.6 million train riders every 
day more efficiently and at less cost. The system analyzes around 20 
million travel transactions each day on where, when and how riders 
move in the system. The data is used to optimize routes, schedules 
and fares to provide a more efficient mass transit system.

Fundamental IoT Element
Within the infrastructure enabling the IoT – big data, the cloud, the 
Internet and ubiquitous wireless and wired connectivity – the sensor 
at the very base of this pyramid is in its infancy. Just as the transistor 
gave way to the IC at the dawn of the computer age, the individual 

sensor is being integrated to form more complex sensing elements 
that detect more of its surroundings.

As these sensors come down in price, they are being attached 
to livestock to monitor and optimize their health and growth. 
According to research firm IDTechEx, 3.98 billion tags were sold in 
2012 versus 2.93 billion in 2011. These were mostly passive UHF 
RFID labels, but demonstrate a huge market for more sophisticated 
tags over time. In agricultural fields, sensors can make water use more 
efficient while monitoring plant health and changes in weather—
citrus crops during cold snaps for example. Drones or stationary 
balloons over a field could collect and relay data to the cloud where 
big data applications can process the information and provide results. 
Enterprising farmers could sell or provide their data to aggregators 
for use in better weather forecasting or other earth science research. 

Getting to a smart sensor low enough in cost to be disposable 
requires innovation in the manufacture of the MEMS sensor and the 
control electronics that must be married to them during back end 
processing. There are a couple of general techniques used to construct 
a MEMS device. First, is adding a MEMS sensor structure over 
the top of the CMOS electronics that control the sensor. A second 
solution adds the MEMS sensor and CMOS die side by side in the 
same package. In addition, the manufacture of MEMS sensors lack 
the standardized manufacturing flows of CMOS logic. Today, each 
MEMS designer is creating his own unique process. 

For integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) such as ST, Infineon 
and others, creating a custom solution is part of their value add. 
However, today the manufacture of MEMS is being driven by an 
emerging crop of fabless companies that are designing MEMS to 
be fabricated on standard foundry processes: Sensata, Kavlico and 
Melexis in automotive; Knowles Electronics, Analog Devices and 
Akustica in audio microphones; Micralyne, Dalsa, IMT, Memscap 
and Colibrys in optical MEMS, and InvenSense in gyros.

In particular, InvenSense has pioneered an aggressive integration 
technology that simplifies the MEMS manufacturing process and in 
the end reduces cost. The Sunnyvale, Calif.-based company estimates 
that up to 50 percent of MEMS cost is in packaging and test. In the 
conventional MEMS manufacturing process a wafer containing the 
MEMS sensor is produced, along with a separate wafer containing the 
control electronics. The two wafers must be tested, diced, integrated 
together and packaged. Only then can final tests determine if a sensor 
is functional. 

InvenSense‘s patented Nasiri-Fabrication process combines 
MEMS on CMOS in a small, cost-effective standard package. 
Combining a MEMS wafer with an industry standard CMOS wafer 
reduces the number of MEMS manufacturing steps. It enables 
wafer-level testing, thereby reducing back-end costs of packaging 
and testing, bad components and improving overall yield and 
quality. With 97 percent of overall fabless gyroscope revenue in 
2010, market research firm iSupply hailed InvenSense as the most 
successful MEMS start-up. Other new innovative start-up firms 
include SiTime, Discera and Sand9 in timing devices; Debiotech and 
CardioMEMS in healthcare or biotech; and Microstaq in industrial 
and building control.

Evolving MEMS Sensors
In 2005, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
mandated that all new light vehicles must be equipped with a tire 
pressure monitoring system (TPMS) by September 1, 2007 (with 
14.5 million light vehicles shipped in 2012, that’s 58 million 

See Roles of CMOS and MEMS page 22
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BRUCE MCWILLIAMS
President and CEO, SuVolta

With classical bulk planar technology no longer shrinkable, the industry has been honing in on 
new ways to continue some scaling, and to achieve extra speed or better power while minimizing 
leakage. In my interview with Bruce McWilliams, President and CEO, SuVolta, we discussed 
the advantages of SuVolta’s technology, how it is different from competing technologies, how the 
company is solving the power consumption problem; and much more.

  — Jodi Shelton, President, GSA

Q: Power consumption is arguably the 
biggest challenge facing semiconductors 
and portable electronics today; how is 
SuVolta solving this problem?

A: Thirty-years ago, circuit supply 
voltages were five volts; then they 
went to 3.3 volts, and then to 2.5 
volts. About 13 years ago, engineers 
finally made it to one volt. Since 
then, the voltage has not been scaling. 
Chips have been getting smaller, and 
there is some power reduction that 
way, but voltage scaling has slowed. 
SuVolta addresses both problems, 
first and foremost making it viable 
to lower voltage. We’ve fixed the 
issues with the transistors used 
today, making it practical to lower 
voltage with features that will allow 
us to control problems like leakage. 
The second thing we’ve addressed 
is to help enable continued scaling 
of the planar technology, which 
has been the workhorse over the 
years. Basically, we’re making the 
standard CMOS transistor better 
so that scaling is able to continue 
and voltage can be lowered without 
sacrificing performance.

Q: With classical bulk planar 
technology no longer shrinkable, the 
industry has been honing in on new 
ways to continue some scaling, achieve 
extra speed or better power while 
minimizing leakage. What solutions do 
you foresee as the best options?

A: This is a very interesting time, 
in that 20nm is the first time we’ve 
seen the price per transistor no 
longer going down. With Moore’s 
Law, and with each node, three 
things historically improved — 
performance increased, power per 
transistor went down and cost went 
down. In some sense, cost was the 
most important one. 

People have always been saying 
Moore’s Law is going to stop. They 
thought that engineers wouldn’t 
know how to make something 
smaller, without facing technical 
problems related to lithography or 
leakage. But, people have always 
found ways to overcome these 
technical hurdles. However, cost is no 
longer going down, and it looks even 
worse at 14nm. Cost per transistor is 
going up. 

The great impact of Moore’s 
Law has been with every year we’ve 
seen the cost of making something 
decrease, and so more and more 
spectacular products have become 
affordable to the masses, thus truly 
driving growth and expansion of 
markets.

If costs stop going down, the 
future of scaling is in question. 
With the 16nm or 14nm FinFET, 
the biggest issue with its adoption, 
when available, will be cost. The 
question is, will there be a big 
enough market for things costing 
more, as opposed to less? Will there 
be a big enough market to warrant 
continuing development? There are 
always people that need to be at the 
leading edge. But if the big, cost-
sensitive markets aren’t there, will 
the foundries be there for continued 
scaling? 

Back in the 1960s, the airplane 
industry worked on supersonic 
transport planes, and it wasn’t a 
question that they could make 
planes that flew faster than the speed 
of sound, but nobody wanted to pay 
$10,000 for a plane ticket, so they 
weren’t commercially viable. I think 
that’s the big issue over the next 
ten years; if the economic incentive 
went away, would people continue 
to put forth the massive investment 
required to go to smaller and smaller 

geometries or would they stay where 
they’re at and go other routes, like 
3-D?

Q: What are the advantages of 
SuVolta’s technology? 

A: The advantage of the SuVolta 
approach is that it requires very 
minimal change in the ecosystem, 
so it is compatible with the 
current manufacturing and design 
environment. The modifications we 
have made to the transistor make 
for easy insertion into existing 
fabrication facilities. Also, since 
the SuVolta approach includes a 
planar device, there’s also very little 
change needed in circuit design. 
Our innovation allows for a smooth 
transition from current transistor 
technology fabricated using current 
and known methods, in contrast to 
the FinFET, which is a more radical 
departure, though that avenue has 
its benefits as well. With the SuVolta 
approach, implementation is very 
straightforward.

Q: How is SuVolta different from 
competing technologies? 

A: There are three technology 
approaches perceived by the 
industry. One is FinFET, or as Intel 
calls it, the Tri Gate. The second 
is something called fully depleted 
silicon on insulator (SOI), and the 
third is SuVolta’s, which we named 
Deeply Depleted Channel (DDC) 
technology. All three, in terms of 
the physics standpoint, fix aspects 
of the transistor the same way by 
taking dopants out of the channel. 
The FinFET is not a planar transistor 
but more of a 3 D structure, which 
is a complete change in the design 
ecosystem and requires a much more 
sophisticated process to make it. 

See SuVolta page 21

Industry Reflections
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Many studies, as well as current operator traffic trends, indicate 
massive growth in mobile traffic over the next few years. The 
oft-quoted Cisco VNI (Visual Networking Index) study shows 

mobile data traffic increasing from 885 PB/month in 2012 to 11,157 
PB/month in 2017, a CAGR of 66 percent1. Primary drivers for 
this growth include increased consumption, as well as creation and 
transmission of multimedia content by wireless users.

While such growth puts tremendous pressure on the entire 
network from terminals to the core, this article will explore the 
challenges faced by small cell product developers, particularly in the 
development and deployment of the Physical Layer and the Protocol 
Stack. Small Cells are expected to bear much of the coverage and 
capacity burden in the radio access network by 2017. 

Small cells share characteristics with both base stations and 
terminals. Clearly, they have to contain the functionality of macro cell 
base stations, as well as other functionality that helps them co-exist 
with macro cells. However, similar to terminals, a lower price point 
than for macro cells is needed to enable deployment of large volumes. 
This requires a higher level of silicon and software integration, lower 
power consumption and a high level of interoperability testing. 
Power consumption becomes an issue for small cells – if products can 
be powered over Ethernet (PoE), the challenge of locating a small cell 
in proximity of a power source is reduced.

Just as the industry is getting over the teething pains of deploying 
Release 8 and 9-capable products, features in Release 10 are demanded 
to enable deployment of large numbers of small cells. For small cells, 
the key features in Release 10 include: carrier aggregation, relaying, 
coordinated multi-point, enhanced uplink/downlink (UL/DL) 
multiple antenna transmission (up to eight antennas), self organizing 
network enhancements and multimedia broadcast enhancements. 

In particular, products supporting Release 10 require 

approximately 10 times more giga operations per second (GOPS) 
than a Release 9 product. This requires a new generation of system-
on-chips (SOC) with new architectures that can deliver this 
processing power.

Multi-core SOCs, combining several digital signal processor 
(DSP) cores with multiple RISC processor cores, are at the center for 
software defined radio deployment. The combination of DSP, RISC 
and accelerator cores are the only current architecture to support the 
needed GOPS and MIPS, while minimizing battery drain, required 
by 4G products.

Impact of Release 10 on eNodeB Processing 
Requirements
Two of the key features demanded by network operators have the 
most significant impact on the physical layer (PHY) software:

Carrier Aggregation

Whereby two or up to five distinctly separate frequency bands are 
combined to create a single, virtual band to expand throughput. 
This effectively multiplies the performance to be delivered from 
the PHY. The simplest approach is to multiply cores and duplicate 
the PHY, which is not feasible, therefore requiring significant code 
optimization.

Enhanced Uplink/Downlink Multiple Antenna Transmission 
for LTE

Multiplies data rates through the use of up to eight antennas (UL 
and/or DL). The increased throughput needs to be handled along 
with the corresponding encoding. This approximately doubles the 
performance required to handle inputs from the eight antennas 
compared to Release 9.

LTE Release 10 Small Cell Physical Layer 
Evolution 

Issues and Challenges Facing Small 
Cell Product Developers in Multi-Core 

Environments

Brian Meads, VP of Marketing, mimoOn GmbH
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Architecture Evolution – from 3GPP Release 9 to 
Release 10
In June 2011, Texas Instruments (TI) announced the 
TMS320TCI6614 SOC, which integrated quad C66 DSPs, an 
ARM Cortex A8 and layer 1 coprocessors and accelerators in a single 
package for small cell product developers (Figure 1). The TCI6614 
was among the first generation of LTE-capable SOCs introduced 
along with similar products from Mindspeed, Freescale and Cavium. 
Customers using this SOC were looking to address the outdoor pico-
cell market – 64 active users, 2x2 MIMO, 20MHz bandwidth, Cat 
four terminals (150Mbps DL / 50Mbps UL). These requirements are 
quite demanding compared to a home femto-cell supporting up to 
eight or 16 active users.

Initial deployment of the PHY software was on a single C66 DSP 
core. This allowed for stabilization of initial functionality without 
adding the complexity of inter-core communication. As more and 
more complex test vectors were introduced, code profiling indicated 
candidate functions/modules for migrating to a separate core. Testing 
methodology reflected the implementation sequence, grouped into 
white box / black box categories. At Level 3.5, automated testing 
was added, to eliminate much of the manual test work and support 
regression testing.

Figure 1: PHY Testing Phases

White Box / Development Testing

Level 1: Module Test

Level 2: Chain Test (LTE sub-frames)

Level 3: PHY Test (LTE frame)

Black Box / PHY IODT

Level 3.5: PHY IODT against commercial test & measurement equipment 

Test vectors for PHY UL/DL were created using an internally 
developed C-code reference chain, which is a complete PHY 
implementation running non-real-time on a PC. Test Vectors include 
both end-points and intermediate points in the signal processing 
chain (white-box). They were then validated against an Agilent VSA. 
PHY testing is LTE sub-frame based and is executed on target. 

Separate testing set-ups were used for downlink and uplink 
testing; Downlink set-up is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Downlink Testing Set-Up
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As product maturity improved on the single core, the first victim 
to fall to the need for increased performance was the equalizer. Not 
surprisingly, it was the equalizer that was shown to use up to 60 
percent of a single C66 DSP. After the migration of the equalizer 
was stabilized, the complexity of testing increased, resulting in the 
migration of the uplink de-multiplexer code to the same core with 
the equalizer. At this point, full product requirements were met, so 
no further optimization was undertaken. This iterative, or Agile, 
methodology was seen as the most reliable path to achieve product 
quality release for customers.

Moving on to the requirements imposed by Release 10, there are 
multiple paths that SOC vendors can take to attain the approximate 
10 times performance improvement. Generally, these can be grouped 
into two main areas: 1) more/bigger cores and 2) increased clock/
technology shrink. 

Ultimately, Texas Instruments decided for a combination of 
increased number of cores along with moving from 40nm technology 
to 28nm. This approach is intended to maximize SOC performance 
while keeping risk and power consumption at a minimum. In 
addition, this new architecture opens the possibility for customers to 
develop multi-mode (3G and 4G) products on the same SOC. 

Clearly, the higher number of available DSP and RISC processors 
raises challenges to partitioning the software to achieve maximum 
performance. In addition, other elements of the SOC are stressed in 
new ways.

The most critical questions for the lead client are – What use 
cases need to be supported? What spectrum is available? What does 
the customer intend to integrate on the SOC beyond the core LTE 
functionality? This sets down the target requirements, and influences 
the architecture. For example, if both 3G and 4G are to be supported, 
this will determine how many cores (DSP or RISC) are available for 
the PHY, as well as layers 2 and 3. The complete jump to full LTE-A 
is huge and must be addressed in a stepwise manner. 

Evolution of the PHY software needs to proceed on the basis 
of the existing proven solution. Thus, the PHY will be migrated to 
the new SOC in the same configuration as the previous generation. 
As the integration is forthcoming over the next months, the results 
could be a subject of a subsequent article. 

Nonetheless, the existing product becomes the new foundation to 
re-start the iterative process. Looking at this new architecture, several 
key areas have been identified to which particular attention will be 
paid.

The first step will be to revalidate the SOC/PHY software, 
running it through a series of regression tests to ensure the robustness 
of the silicon and confirm if any new bugs are exposed on the new 
SOC. The same test framework as described above will be used for 
this. New test vectors will be developed to stress test the sub-system 
beyond the capabilities of the first generation SOC. 

Some elements have been enhanced in the new architecture, 
such as the Multicore Navigator, which facilitates inter-core 
communication. On top of the Multicore Navigator is the Navigator 
Runtime software package, which simplifies scheduling and load 
balancing. These enhancements need to be validated with the PHY 
software, perhaps leading to further optimization potential in the 
PHY. 

The second step is to profile elements of the new architecture 
where performance improvements are expected. For example, an 
additional queue manager, which supports communication between 
cores or between a core and an accelerator, must be utilized. If not 

See LTE Release 10 page 22
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Until now there has not been a 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 
technology capable of meeting the diverse 
demands of a variety of markets and emerging, 
more sophisticated applications. Qualtré is 
developing a range of innovative sensors and 
sensor intellectual property (IP) based on a 
unique, patented Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) 
technology, which is so versatile it can address 
the requirements of next generation designs in 
the industrial, automotive and mobile markets. 
Our BAW technology exhibits best-in-class 
performance under robust conditions, at a 
price point that will enable enhanced system 
designs. For the mobile market, Qualtré’s BAW 
inertial sensor technology will meet the price/
performance demands of new applications 
like image stabilization and location-aware 
services, so consumers can enjoy a better user 
experience. For critical automotive safety 
applications like electronics stability control, 
Qualtré’s BAW inertial sensor technology is 

As a supplier of Coherent System-on-Chips 
(SOCs), ClariPhy Communications is 
illuminating next generation optical networks 
with mixed signal processing (MXSP) in single 
chip CMOS supporting data transmission 
from 10G to 400G for deployments in data 
center, enterprise, metro, long haul and 
submarine applications. ClariPhy delivers 
innovative, enabling products and technologies 
to overcome real world, complex application 
problems. ClariPhy has already developed and 
was first to introduce: (i) a 10G MLSE PHY, 
(ii) a single chip 40G Coherent SOC, (iii) 
a single chip 100G Coherent SOC, and; (iv) 
a 28 nm 64Gs/s digital-to-analog converter 
(DAC) and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). 
ClariPhy also plans to introduce an SOC for 
400G coherent based on QAM modulation. 

Network operators are demanding 
Coherent technology to upgrade networks to 
100G and beyond. ClariPhy’s LightSpeed™ 
SOC family is the key enabler for scaling 
network bandwidth economically based on 
Coherent technology. The IC market for 
Coherent technology is poised for long term 
growth driven by the surging demand for 
triple-play (video, data, voice) services. The 

Private Showing

explosion in network traffic causes inherent 
bandwidth bottlenecks that are reduced using 
LightSpeed™ SOCs. ClariPhy’s ICs incorporate 
sophisticated digital signal processing (DSP) 
algorithms that increase the speed and reach 
of optical networks while reducing capex and 
opex cost for carriers. This technology enables 
the most challenging high speed transmissions 
over fiber optics networks and copper lines. 

Clariphy’s customers are original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) of networking equipment 
and optical modules, and its technology has 
been deployed worldwide in Tier-1 network 
optical backbones. ClariPhy is a privately owned 
semiconductor company headquartered in Irvine, 
CA with engineering design centers located in 
Silicon Valley and Cordoba, Argentina. ▪
“The consumer’s insatiable appetite for more Internet 
bandwidth has placed a high premium on leading-

edge technology companies capable of developing 
highly integrated, mixed-signal Coherent SOCs. 
ClariPhy established LightSpeed™ SOCs as the 
Coherent volume leader in the expanding optical 
networking market partly through the increased 
efficiency and value of building a strong ecosystem 
of technology partners. ClariPhy is pleased to join a 
new ecosystem and anticipates collaborating with the 
GSA community to develop new initiatives that will 
one day enable a Terabit pipe to the cloud.” 

- Nariman Yousefi, CEO & President 

Nariman Yousefi - CEO and President
Dr. Oscar E. Agazzi - VP and 

Chief Systems Architect
Christopher Kitching - CFO
Dr. Norman L. Swenson - CTO
Dr. Paul Voois - Co-Founder and 

Chief Strategy Officer

7585 Irvine Center Drive, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618
(T) (949) 861-3074
(W) www.clariphy.com

ideally designed to meet the cost-reduction 
required for a broader range of vehicles to 
incorporate these important, life-saving 
features. And finally, Qualtré’s QGYR330H is 
a revolutionary three-axis industrial-grade gyro 
which displays stable operation in vibration 
and shock intensive applications while 
delivering outstanding noise density and bias 
stability performance, and enabling significant 
system cost, size and weight reduction.  ▪

“Qualtre is employing a hybrid business model, 
in which we are developing partnerships to 
bring next generation sensors to the mobile and 
automotive markets, while delivering Qualtre-
branded products to the industrial market. Our 
membership in the GSA provides an important 
vehicle to build relationships and explore such 
partnership opportunities.” 

– Edgar Masri, CEO of Qualtre

Edgar Masri – CEO and President
Dr. Farrokh Ayazi – Co-Founder and CTO
Dr. Ijaz Jafri – VP, Engineering
Craig Core – VP, Operations
Mark Laich – VP, Sales & Marketing

225 Cedar Hill Street, Suite 112
Marlborough, MA 01752
(T) 508-658-8360
(W) www.qualtre.com
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The number of devices connected to the Internet exceeded the 
world’s population about five years ago and is forecast to exceed 
50 billion devices by 2020 as shown in the figure below. This 

explosion in “connected” devices is continually driving semiconductor 
providers to increase the functionality and performance of the devices 
they supply to stay competitive.

Figure 1: Number of Devices Connected to the Internet in 
Comparison to the World’s Population
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Source: Cisco IBSG, April 2011

A visible effect of this highly competitive race to supply the chips 
that are key components of these billions of connected devices is the 
increasing reliance on semiconductor intellectual property (IP). The 
percentage of third-party IP content in a typical SOC has reached 70 
percent and soon will be as much as 90 percent or more. The SOC 
complexity has already surpassed 500 hundred million gates and will 
soon be well over one billion gates. All indications point to an even 
greater proliferation of IP and higher gate counts as the industry moves 
to support the Internet of Things (IoT). 

Meeting market windows and schedules demands increasing the 
use of IP – there isn’t time to “reinvent the wheel” when the prize 

for winning the race can be volumes measured in the millions of 
units. Containing costs at the 28nm process node and beyond also 
contribute to the widespread use of IP. With the rare exception, 
such as highly specialized processor design, it is not feasible from an 
engineering effort or time-to-market assessment to consider an SOC 
design without a heavy reliance on IP. Third-party IP enables chip 
vendors to focus on the core competency that differentiates its SOC 
from other competitive SOCs.

These factors and others demand more automation and a 
way to streamline the selection, qualification, verification and 
implementation of IP. Additionally, the industry needs new license 
models, and better tracking and revision control methodologies to 
simplify IP acquisition. 

This article will cover many crucial areas, such has considerations 
for adopting IP, the types of available IP, licensing models and 
selecting IP. It will review IP vendor strategies and, finally, will 
conclude with a shopping list of IP consumer wants.

IP Integration Begins with a Strategic Plan
Like all engineering projects, a strategic plan helps set the course for 
successful IP selection, qualification, verification and implementation. 
Adopting an IP integration plan needs careful consideration, along 
with a comprehensive checklist. Considerations include everything 
from determining if the IP is a commodity item with many sources, 
or whether it is highly specialized with few sources, to how it performs 
and the area and power parameters. It’s especially important to know 
if the IP has been proven in silicon in the technology process the 
design team has selected and has been fully characterized.

An early decision must be made on the type of IP to be selected. 
If it’s soft IP, for example, it typically will be delivered as register 
transfer level (RTL) code. Most often, the IP will not offer leading-
edge performance, and care must be taken during layout. However, it 
can produce good results by an experienced design team. The caution 
is that IP protection is hard to track and usage is even harder to 
monitor. RTL code, after all, can be modified and copied.

Integrating and Using Third-Party IP in 
System-on-Chip (SOC) Designs

Josh Lee, President and CEO, Uniquify Inc.
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Conversely, hard IP is delivered as a fixed layout targeted toward 
a specific process node. It’s often customized to meet a design team’s 
need for shape and fit in an SOC floorplan and padframe. It typically 
offers leading-edge performance and the layout requires a skilled and 
domain-knowledgeable design team. The vendor can only warranty 
performance of the IP by supplying it as a fixed layout or “hardened” 
block, and IP protection is somewhat easier because hardened blocks 
are difficult to modify and can contain identifiable signatures.

Qualifying the IP for the design is a multi-dimensional challenge 
that often requires input from multiple stakeholders. It makes little 
sense, for example, to have an RTL designer qualify a hardened IP 
block, or for a layout expert to qualify the IP’s system capabilities. 
It may be tempting to assign the IP qualification process to one 
person or group; but properly qualifying the IP requires the input 
of different experts who can evaluate the IP based on their particular 
expertise.

Understanding the flexibility of the IP is a critical element in many 
applications and should be a key part of the evaluation. Engineering 
and market requirements often lead to the need to customize the IP. 
Flexibility dictates whether customization is possible by the licensee 
or must be provided by the IP vendor. For example, soft IP can be 
designed and delivered so that it can be customized by the licensee. 
In the case of hard IP, this is almost impossible and customization is 
typically provided by the IP vendor as an additional service.

Reliability and robustness should never be overlooked and are 
important if the IP is central to the operation of the SOC or to the 
quality of the output function of the chip. If the IP is in the critical 
path of the chip’s functionality, then it better be reliable. DDR 
memory is a great example of this because without working DDR, 
the chip is dead. 

Technical support also needs to be evaluated. The IP should come 
with detailed technical documentation, as well as requisite models 
and tests. Of course, the IP provider also should offer a warranty, 
but the design team needs to look at what kind of warranty and 
understand what will happen if the IP doesn’t work as intended.

IP providers offer a range of licensing models that include one-
time use, multi-use and in some cases, unlimited use. Royalties may 
be charged, especially for highly customized or high-value IP. Also, 
IP providers typically charge maintenance fees to cover changes in IP, 
bug fixes, process updates and tool-flow updates during the licensing 
period.

All Set, Ready to Go
Once the design team has done an initial assessment, the task of 
selecting the IP and the IP vendor(s) begins. Of course, this depends 
on the set of IP needed for the design that may require a range of 
IP, from commodity digital blocks to highly specialized, high-speed, 
mixed signal IP.

Commodity IP typically implies that the design team can select 
from a variety of suppliers. It means maturity as well, because the IP is 
well-proven in many production designs in “mature” semiconductor 
process technologies. Today, 90nm, 65nm and 55nm are mature with 
loads of production chips, while 40nm rapidly is becoming mature. 
Test cases, models and software are readily available. Leading edge is 

28nm and 20nm, 16nm and 14nm are in early ramp up.
Alternatively, specialized IP implies high-performance or 

specialized functions. That often includes mixed-signal IP, including 
high-speed digital. This type of IP is delivered as a hardened block. 
That is, the layout is critical and the vendor can only warrant 
performance by supplying a hardened block. Models of the 
specialized IP are critical to give the design team a means of verifying 
the IP prior to actual silicon. Obviously, silicon proven is critical.

The process of evaluating and selecting IP should include a look 
at IP vendor strategies. Even a savvy design team may be surprised 
by the differences between a commodity vendor and one that has 
specialized IP. 

The commodity vendor has a large portfolio or catalog of IP that 
are primarily digital blocks or soft IP. It will have a broad experience 
versus specialized because it appeals to many market segments 
and requirements. Licensing fees likely will be lower and highly 
competitive because there are many sources to choose from.

A small, targeted portfolio of specialized IP defines the specialized 
IP vendor. It will have a highly experienced and skilled team with a 
proven track record. The IP portfolio will be made up of mixed-signal 
and high-performance digital blocks delivered as hardened blocks 
due to stringent requirements for power, performance and area. The 
IP will be silicon proven and the provider can prove each IP block 
in specific processes and can provide characterization data for each. 
Through customization, a highly skilled specialized IP vendor can 
provide the design and performance edge that helps an SOC team 
gain the competitive edge needed to win the race to big volumes.

The Wish List
Almost uniformly, design teams require a rapid, automated way to 
search for and find IP that fits their need. Of course, good online 
services exist today, but they are separate efforts with no “universal” 
catalog. Google often becomes the default for doing global searches 
for specific IP.

Another consideration is fast access to high-level models that will 
allow the design team to quickly verify whether the IP is suitable for 
their design. For soft IP, they want data that shows the size, power 
and performance of the IP when targeted to various semiconductor 
process technologies. For hard IP, data from actual silicon showing 
size, power and performance is desirable.

Technical data sheets are always welcome, as is a rapid mechanism 
to do fast customization of soft IP, such as an automated way to add 
or delete features or functionality.

Conclusion
As the IoT moves from concept to reality, IP vendors should be well 
advised to develop better efficiencies for automating and streamlining 
the selection, qualification, verification and implementation of IP. ▪
About the Author
Josh Lee, president and CEO of Uniquify from San Jose, Calif., was named 
recently one of three Top Embedded Innovators for 2013 by Embedded Computing 
Design magazine. Lee holds a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering 
and computer sciences from the University of California, Berkeley.
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Despite many premature predictions of its demise, Moore’s 
Law has remained remarkably accurate in the decades since 
it was first stated. Given the rapid pace of innovation in the 

electronics industry, it is amazing that an observation first made in 
1965 still holds true today1. However, a variety of factors has slowed 
the performance and density gains achieved purely by scaling existing 
chips to fit the next smallest design node. Today’s system-on-chip 
(SOC) devices need “More than Moore” to achieve their target 
metrics.

Beyond Moore’s Law
The phrase “More than Moore” has entered common usage in the 
technical press over the last few years. Although a relatively new 
descriptor for technology, it has already become overloaded. A quick 
Internet search will show a wide range of definitions for what “More 
than Moore” might mean. For example, a 2010 white paper from the 
International Technology Roadmap from Semiconductors (ITRS) 
includes the following technologies2:

 ▪ Tradeoffs between performance and power

 ▪ Inclusion of non-digital, as well as digital functionalities

 ▪ Capabilities for interaction with the outside world and users

 ▪ Stacked die and three-dimensional IC (3D-IC) architectures

 ▪ Biological computing devices

Several members of this list, especially 3D-IC technology, appear 
in many other publications as examples of “More than Moore” 
moving beyond traditional scaling or purely digital technology. In 
additional to analog components such as sensors, the inclusion of 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) into chips is another clear 
example of going beyond the scope of Moore’s vision and observation.

This article deals with another aspect of the “More than Moore” 
evolution: increased parallelism due to the presence of multiple 
processors within a single chip. Since designers can no longer rely 
entirely on scaling for performance, they strive to do more in parallel. 
In the SOC world, this means moving to multiple embedded 
processors, possibly heterogeneous in nature. The allure of parallelism 

is clear: with n processors it’s theoretically possible to achieve n times 
the performance in a given amount of time.

Of course, things are not that simple. Each additional processor 
adds additional stress to the bus fabric, memory subsystems and 
input/output (I/O) channels. Writing production code for multiple 
parallel processors is far from trivial, so it’s rare to achieve anything 
close to the theoretical speedup. Most programmers either isolate 
individual functions in each processor so they don’t have to think 
too much about interaction among them, or use applications such as 
graphics with algorithms that are inherently parallelizable.

Verification Challenges
The SOC team that moves to multiple processors in an attempt to 
achieve a “More than Moore” speedup, quickly runs into a “moor” 
problem: the vast, boggy landscape of SOC verification. The simple 
fact is that most verification techniques and methodologies were 
developed for use on intellectual property (IP) blocks and smaller 
chips. Even some types of large chips, such as network switches, may 
be verifiable with traditional methods. However, adding a processor 
to create an SOC changes the game, and adding multiple processors 
renders IP-class verification helpless.

The reason is quite simple: traditional simulation testbenches 
reply on manipulation of the chip inputs to stimulate all behavior 
within the design. At one time, this was done with hand-written 
tests, but the advent of constrained-random stimulus automated the 
process and enabled a server farm to generate and run huge numbers 
of tests in parallel. Since these tests were no longer directly correlated 
to design features, verification teams supplemented traditional code 
coverage metrics with functional coverage that was tied to the design 
specification. 

Guidelines for using constrained-random stimulus and coverage-
driven verification effectively were first codified by Verisity in 
its e Reuse Methodology (eRM) in 20023. Similar approaches 
were developed for other languages, including Vera, SystemC and 
SystemVerilog, culminating in the Accellera Universal Verification 
Methodology (UVM) standard first ratified in 20104. The UVM has 
continued to evolve and has become the clear methodology leader for 
verification of both IP blocks and chips. 

More than Moore and the Verification Moor

Thomas L. Anderson, Vice President of Marketing, Breker Verification Systems
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However, the UVM has proved insufficient for full-SOC 
verification. UVM testbenches are complex, slowing down simulation 
to the point that most verification teams run only a small number of 
tests at the chip level. Because the testbench tends to dominate the 
run time, moving the design into a simulator accelerator is usually of 
limited value. Further, the UVM approach requires the user to define 
a verification IP (VIP) element called a verification component (VC) 
for each I/O channel on the chip, and then to tie them together with 
a “virtual sequencer” to coordinate data going into and out of the 
channels. Writing a virtual sequencer for an SOC with dozens of 
complicated I/O channels is a daunting challenge.

Figure 1: A Typical UVM Testbench Configuration 
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It’s All About the Processors
The biggest reason that traditional testbenches don’t scale to full-SOC 
verification is actually elementary: neither the UVM nor any other 
standard methodology takes into account the processors embedded 
within the SOC. Processors run code and, since these methodologies 
do not deal with code, one approach is to take the processors out 
of the design and replace them with additional virtual components. 
Thus, the processor buses are treated essentially as I/O channels. 
Adding more VIP to be coordinated by the virtual sequencer makes 
the testbench even more complex. In general, it is hard to replicate 
the behavior of a processor running code by controlling just the bus 
cycles (see Figure 1).

Leaving the processors in the simulation, but ignoring them 
is not an attractive option. After all, an SOC is designed so that 
it is controlled by its embedded processors. The typical SOC 
architecture has multiple processors, multiple memories and many 
IP blocks interconnected by a hierarchy of buses or some sort of 
interconnect fabric. Some of the IP blocks talk to the I/O channels 
and some interact only within the chip, but all are under control 
of the processors. Trying to exercise deep behavior in an SOC just 
by generating stimulus on the chip inputs is a losing proposition. 
For effective verification of a chip with embedded processors, the 
processors themselves must be involved.

Many SOC teams realize this, and count on running production 
code in the processors before chip tape-out as a way to find design 
bugs discovered only through software. This validation step is 
an essential part of SOC verification, since it co-verifies the chip 
hardware design and the production software. However, this is an 
inefficient way to find lurking design bugs. As mentioned earlier, 

full-SOC simulation is slow, so it is unlikely that any significant 
number of cycles can be simulated with processors running code. 
Moving to simulation acceleration or to a field programmable gate 
array (FPGA)-based rapid prototyping platform (RPP) may solve the 
speed problem, but the migration from simulation to hardware is a 
non-trivial effort.

Another issue is that the production software is rarely ready 
before the planned SOC tape-out date. Verification engineers end 
up running half-completed code and spend all their time finding 
loose ends in the software, rather than SOC design errors. Most 
fundamentally, production software is not effective at finding 
hardware bugs. Production code is designed to perform an 
application, not to verify the design. The upshot is that many SOC 
projects end up with a significant verification gap between the UVM 
testbench in simulation and hardware-software co-verification in 
acceleration or RPP.

Figure 2: The Verification Gap Exists in Many SOC Projects.
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Plugging the Verification Gap
Some SOC verification teams, especially those who have had the 
unfortunate experience of finding show-stopper bugs in fabricated 
silicon, recognize the verification gap (see Figure 2). They understand 
the value of running verification-centric test code in the embedded 
processors in simulation, emulation or RPP. These tests can be ready 
long before production software and may do a better job of finding 
design bugs. Of course, they still perform hardware-software co-
verification late in the project, but with the expectation that they will 
mostly validate the production software and find few, if any, SOC 
bugs.

SOC teams aiming to plug the gap typically have a dedicated set 
of verification engineers who hand-write tests, most commonly in C, 
to supplement their UVM-based testbench. These tests tend to be 
limited and used for only a short period of the project. Hand-writing 
code is time-consuming and tedious, tying up talented engineers 
who might otherwise be used to develop production software. Since 
it takes extra effort to coordinate with the testbench, many teams 
write C tests that test only the connections between the processors, 
memories and IP blocks without sending data on or off the chip. At 
best, a test might verify that an embedded processor can program a 
particular IP block to read data from a memory via direct memory 
access (DMA), perform some transformation on it, and DMA-write 
the data back. 

Hand-written tests almost never string multiple IP blocks together 
into application scenarios that reflect real user cases for the SOC. 
Humans are not good at thinking in parallel, and so hand-written 
tests are invariably single-threaded, running on only one processor 

See More than Moore page 23
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Poor antenna performance in multi-band multi-mode handsets is 
one of the most vexing problems facing mobile handset designers. 
Antenna tuning in mobile devices can optimize antennas for both 
the frequency of operation and the environmental conditions (such 
as the way the handset is held), enabling much higher antenna 
efficiency. Interest in antenna tuning is increasing as a solution for 
4G handsets and as the number of standards and frequency bands 
within a handset grows.

Cavendish Kinetics was founded in 1994 to develop 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices in standard 
CMOS processes. The company’s current focus is MEMS-
based radio frequency (RF) tuning solutions for mobile device 
manufacturers. The company has secured funding from Tallwood 
Venture Capital, Wellington Partners, Celtic House Venture 
Partners, Qualcomm Ventures, Torteval Investments, Clarium 
Holdings, Inter Ikea Finance and Sagentia Group.

Cavendish Kinetics has developed a MEMS-based antenna-
tuning device that significantly improves overall RF system 
performance. Customers using Cavendish production devices 
have seen performance improved by 2-3dB in low bands used for 
LTE/4G devices, which results in much higher data rates for 4G 
users, more efficient network operations for wireless operators and 
lower bill of material (BoM) costs for device makers.

The Cavendish device improves the quality of RF signals by 
using a large array of bi-state MEMS capacitors on a CMOS chip to 
provide a variable capacitance to the RF circuit. A Cavendish device 
behaves like a bank of 32 high-precision, high-Q capacitors using a 
1P32T switch with zero insertion loss.

Cavendish’s tunable RF circuits feature the smallest MEMS 
capacitors in the industry, according to the company, and high 
Quality (Q) factor, which translates to low insertion loss. The 
Cavendish components have an equivalent series resistance (ESR) 
comparable to a passive component without needing a lossy RF 
switch, which can reduce efficiency by up to 50 percent. Cavendish’s 
device also features tuning ranges up to 5:1, which is typically 
needed to implement a tunable RF circuit. Most alternatives are 
limited to 3:1 tuning, according to the company.

The Cavendish process uses standard CMOS equipment and 
materials to create highly reliable structures that are built in a 
commercial CMOS foundry. The company’s sub-encapsulation 

technology enables MEMS to be built entirely free of contamination. 
The devices do not require a package and can be flip-chip mounted 
directly on antenna structures or inside multi-chip modules, which 
eliminates performance-destroying parasitics.

Development of the Cavendish technology and tuning 
components has yielded more than 100 patents covering the process 
technology, the MEMS design and integration with CMOS. More 
than 40 patents already have been granted.

There are several competitors in the market, such as Peregrine, 
STMicroelectronics /Paratek Microwave, WiSpry and DelfMEMS. 
However, Cavendish believes the biggest competitor is simply 
inertia – designers have not embraced zero-loss tunable capacitors 
to date.

TowerJazz serves as Cavendish’s foundry partner. The companies 
are collaborating to bring MEMS tunable RF solutions to market 
by combining Cavendish NanoMech MEMS technology with 
the TowerJazz power CMOS process. The Cavendish NanoMech 
MEMS technology has passed rigorous reliability testing and 
is shipping to strategic partners for sampling to end customers. 
Cavendish will also offer other devices and functions within the 
radio front-end, based on its core technology. ▪
Dennis Yost - President and CEO
Richard Knipe - Ph.D., VP, Engineering and CTO
Patrick Murray - CFO
Charles Smith - Ph.D., Founder & Chief Scientific Officer
Atul Shingal - EVP, Operations
Paul Tornatta - VP, Product and Customer Engineering
Larry Morrell - EVP, Marketing and Business Development
Lewis Boore - VP, Sales
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San Jose, CA   95134
Tel: 408.457.1940
www.cavendish-kinetics.com
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DDR Reborn
True Circuits introduces a radically new, high performance  
DDR 4/3 PHY that will change the way you think about DDR

The True Circuits DDR 4/3 PHY is a high performance, scalable system using
a radically new architecture that actively corrects skew among signals and solves
most of the problems that plague parallel interfaces.  The PHY’s state-of-the-art
continuous tuning and automatic training, are the keys to realizing a high
performance, low risk DDR system.

Remarkable physical flexibility allows the PHY to adapt to each customer’s die
floorplan and package constraints, and is delivered and verified as a single
hard macro for easy timing closure with no assembly required.

The PHY is DFI 3.1 compliant, and when combined with the Northwest Logic
DDR 4/3 memory controller, a complete and fully-automatic DDR 4/3 system
is realized.

Expect more from your DDR interface.  Put your trust in our 15 years of timing IP
leadership and our deep knowledge of the DDR problem. Celebrate the 
rebirth of DDR with True Circuits, the timing experts!

WITH INCREASING SPEEDS, COMPLEXITY AND INTEGRATION EFFORT,
IMPLEMENTING AN OPTIMAL DDR SYSTEM CAN BE A RISKY BUSINESS…

DDR PHY Hard Macros

WWW.TRUECIRCUITS.COM/DDR_PHY.HTML
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The wireless communication market is growing rapidly and is 
very competitive. The technologies serving this market are also 
evolving at a rapid pace, especially for this sector’s flagship 

product, the mobile handset. Handsets are becoming lighter, more 
attractive, highly compact and demonstrate extended talk time. 
Technical advancements include enhanced connectivity functionality 
such as GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, digital TV, multimedia and 
specialized operating systems. The introduction of new 4G wireless 
standards (LTE FDD and LTE TDD) dictates the need for multi-
band, multi-mode mobile handsets, which allow compatibility with 
the existing 2G & 3G infrastructure (GSM/EDGE, CDMA and 
WCDMA). These handsets must also support roaming needs for 
extending connectivity with regional specific allocation of frequency-
bands. Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) & RF front-end 
module makers are facing many challenges to address the expending 
frequency bandwidths and the need for higher data rate speed.

Mobile Challenges
A mobile handset must operate over an increasing number of 
frequency bands, where each band has its own specific constraints. 
The RF architecture therefore becomes more complex, consumes 
more power and generates an increase in the bill of materials (BOM) 
for LTE-Advanced. In general, today’s multi-band, multi-mode 
handset contains multiple RF front-end components and modules 
(FEM), which are optimized for multiple frequency bands. This leads 
to component duplication and complex RF hardware, as well as to an 
increased component count. Moreover, the platform customization 
of each end application and regional variant requires advanced 
engineering, further escalating the development costs. Until now, 
size reduction and increased functionality per unit area have been 
addressed by continued chip scaling. This has reached a point where 
the passive RF components (high-Q inductors, ceramic filters, SAW 
filters, varactor diodes and PIN diode switches) have become the 
limiting factor for volumetric scaling.

For decades, the semiconductor industry has focused on increasing 
the density of circuits to address high-volume applications for the 
consumer electronics market. This scaling follows the well-known 
Moore’s Law. As this path of technology scaling reaches the physical 
limits of Moore’s Law, the microelectronics industry has responded 
by engaging in tremendous R&D efforts in system integration of 

heterogeneous technologies. More than ever, new solutions for 
increased RF hardware integration (more compact) and improved 
RF performances are needed. For the antenna switch application, the 
existing silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technologies are facing challenges 
and limitations in terms of linearity, isolation and insertion loss. 
As an alternative, RF MEMS technologies have generated high 
expectations for such applications due to their enhanced technical 
features and promising electrical performances. Up to this date, the 
cost, reliability and manufacturing yield issues have prevented RF 
MEMS from achieving commercial success and extensive integration 
into microelectronics systems. Nevertheless, RF MEMS remains 
an attractive option given its superior attributes to respond to the 
challenges of the More than Moore’s Law trend.

RF MEMS Switch Solves Upcoming Issues
The main advantages of the RF MEMS Switch are very low insertion 
loss, a high level of isolation and low-level harmonic distortion 
irrespective of the number of throws. Compared to SOI, MEMS 
technology demonstrates significant advantages in terms of RF 
performance. The case for RF MEMS is actually rather simple to 
outline: It is absolutely critical to provide RF switches in multi-throw 
configurations with very low insertion loss and superb linearity and 
isolation for critical applications, where minimizing linear power 
loss is crucial. The strength of MEMS switches is the fact that the 
configuration of the design can be scaled up rather easily to very large 
throw counts without a large increase in parasitics. FEM makers 
are pushing very hard to have the lowest nominal insertion loss in 
all bands, and significantly better linearity and isolation compared 
to what is available today in solid-state approaches. Employing RF 
MEMS switches in the system architecture design provides solutions 
for duplexer elimination/simplification, converged-mode amplifiers 
and 4G designs for some of the most critical LTE mode specifications. 
One of the biggest challenges is LTE Carrier Aggregation. This is 
used in the LTE Advanced standard to increase bandwidth and 
thereby increase bit rates. Mobile handsets must be capable of 
simultaneous reception and transmission of two or more carriers. 
This brings new challenges when designing for the LTE Advanced 
standard. For example, Carrier Aggregation will undoubtedly pose 
major difficulties for the mobile handset RF section which handles 
multiple and simultaneous transmit and receive paths. The addition 

The Radio Frequency (RF) 
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) 
Switch Solution for the LTE Advanced 

Standard

Olivier Millet, PhD., Founder, Chief Strategy & Marketing Officer, DelfMEMS & Igor Lalicevic, RF Director, DelfMEMS
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of simultaneous, non-contiguous transmitters create a highly 
challenging radio environment in terms of spur management and 
self-blocking. Intermediation created by active components of the 
RF front end will become crucial for LTE Advanced implementation.

If we take into account the amount of insertion loss, a reduction 
of only 0.5dB to 1dB will represent a significant difference in future 
4G systems. Linear power will be at a premium. Although these 
savings in linear power might seem small, a stable, low insertion loss 
across all LTE bands will allow significant architecture simplification.

When considering the power amplifier, insertion loss following 
power amplification degrades the power efficiency. An insertion loss 
decrease of 0.5dB to 1dB per throw, considering only the antenna 
switch, will generate a 10 percent to 20 percent absolute level 
efficiency improvement. This can be even further improved by using 
RF MEMS technology for PA band switching and pre-PA switching.

A decrease of harmonic distortion is yet another advantage. The 
power in full duplex systems must deliver through a highly specified 
(linear) RX/TX switch. A half duplex switch also needs low harmonics. 
However, if both half and and full duplex paths must be supported, 
then the design and implementation become problematic (particularly 
when all the other existing switch paths are taken into consideration).

Figure 1: LTE RF Front End Smart Phone Platform Highlighting RF 
Switch Placements and Functionalities (antenna switch or TX/

RX switch if combined in the same die can be placed inside main 
FEM or as a stand-alone component; diversity switch used for Rx 
switching, band select switch used for TX band switching; pre-PA 
switch used if limited number of RFIC TX outputs are available)

From the point of view of the load on the PA, noise due to 
harmonic distortion results in reduced power efficiency. Experiments 
have shown that a decrease of harmonic distortion can improve the 
power efficiency as much as eight percent to 14 percent. The power 
consumption at the module level, especially for 4G/LTE, can then be 
managed more effectively.

RF MEMS Switching Technology is Now a Solution
RF front-end architectures vary significantly from the receiver path 
to the transmitter path. In an LTE-WCDMA handset, the maximum 
received signal level at the antenna port is -25dBm and the maximum 
transmit signal level is +23dBm (compatibility with GSM850/900 
requires a maximum level of +33dBm). With a RF MEMS ohmic 
switch, elevated switch power levels induce electrical arcing between 
the metal contacts, resulting in reliability issues. Hot switching (an 
RF signal is transmitting when the MEMS device switches off) 
generates stiction (the mechanical device remains stuck) and ohmic 
contact degradation.

For the above reasons, the classical RF MEMS structures 
(bridge and cantilever) are designed with a high level of mechanical 
“stiffness”. Their main drawbacks are that they exhibit inadequate 

switching times and a high sensitivity to the assembly operation 
(induced stress during packaging and over molding). The challenge 
has been to define a structure, which can overcome these limitations 
in the switched power level, switching time and integration. The 
current anchorless and push-pull mechanical devices are addressing 
these limitations. Though it is also necessary to have design flexibility 
to meet the requirements for talk time and cost. The integration of 
the digital and MEMS technologies is now addressed by the module 
makers through the use of simple die stacking. Currently, both 
technologies present low cost, low power consumption and high 
integration with the recent use of flip-chip technology for MEMS 
switches.

Figure 2: RF MEMS Switch with In and Out RF Lines (the 
anchorless mechanical device is a push-pull switch to provide 

high contact forces for low contact resistance and high restoring 
force to ensure hot switching and high lifetime).

The current performance of capped RF MEMS switching 
technology on devices produced in industrial foundries is -0.2dB 
at 2GHz insertion loss, -55dB at 2GHz isolation, and a very high 
typical linearity of 85dBm for high throw count T/R switches. These 
specification requirements will drive MEMS switch technology 
two to three generations ahead of the best SOI technologies. Above 
all, these features allow FEM manufacturers to solve the problems 
inherent in LTE Advanced communication systems.

Conclusion
Despite significant improvements in switching technology, handset 
and FEM manufacturers are facing challenges due to the intrinsic 
limitations of SOI technology. Specifically, the insertion loss of high-
throw count T/R switches and linearity must be improved. These 
limitations do not allow management of the power consumption 
and the bill of materials for Carrier Aggregation, nor do they allow 
an increase in the sensitivity of the front end. The next generation 
ohmic RF MEMS switches eliminate these limitations and exhibit 

See Radio Frequency page 21
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Radio Frequency continued from page 20

the required performance for system optimization. In addition, they 

are mature, flexible and are expected to penetrate the market during 

the next wave of reference designs for the smartphone platform. ▪
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SuVolta continued from page 7

The fully depleted SOI requires going away from the standard bulk 

silicon substrate, thus adding cost and supply issues in that standard 

silicon wafers cannot be used. And then there’s the SuVolta DDC 

technology. Each has its own set of strengths and weaknesses. We 

think our approach is most suited for the cost and power-sensitive 

aspect of the market. 

Q: As the semiconductor industry continues to shift and grow, how 

are the changing roles of Apple, Intel and Samsung & other players 

continuing to alter the foundry landscape?

A: I think we’re in somewhat of a discovery mode. One thing that’s 

changing is the leading handset makers, like Apple and Samsung, are 

designing their own silicon instead of buying standard parts from the 

industry. 

TSMC and Samsung also seem to be so far ahead of everyone else 

in market share and power. It is a really unusual situation where the 

world supply of silicon is in the hands of just a few players. 

Where this is all going to be five or ten years from now nobody 

knows, but mobile will likely be a low-margin “consumer” market 

with a lot of players worldwide. The open question is will everything 

be made by just the top two or three companies, because nobody else 

can really afford the factories, or with time will there will be more 

suppliers with Moore’s Law stopping? 

Q: As the industry goes through its cycles of rapid growth followed by 

periods of slowing, what applications will continue to demand increased 

silicon capacity?

A: The cloud is a part of the market where there’s good margin and 

profitability. One thing that seems certain is that the amount of data 

is just going to keep growing exponentially. In every smartphone or 

mobile device communicating, something equally complex is going 

on in the cloud. I think storage, servers and telecommunications are 

going to continue rapid growth. My worry on the mobile side is not 

that it’s going to stop growing; it’s going to continue to increase. But 

for the market to keep expanding and going to Third World markets, 

lower and lower price points will be a requirement. So, there may be 

the volume in mobile, but at the expense of profits. My take is the 

profits will be in the cloud.  

Q: Many view the Internet of Things (IOT) as the next semiconductor 

growth opportunity. What does the IoT need to become a reality?

A: Well, I think power is one of the biggest issues. If you’re putting 

these things everywhere you can’t string power cables to them. IoT 

devices will need to be able to deliver a moderate amount of capability 

with a very small battery or some other way to get the power. The 

key is being able to make ultra low-power ICs in inexpensive fabs. 

Technology like SuVolta’s that operates at low voltage, along with 

very smart circuitry that’s shutting down everything that absolutely 

doesn’t need to be running, will be key. I think all of the pieces are 

there to make that happen.  

Q: SuVolta is a GSA member and great supporter of mission. What has 

been one of the greatest benefits of being a GSA member? 

A: Well, for me, it’s been the events and the networking that enable 

industry representatives to meet and relationships to form. It’s great 

to have an organization like GSA that often brings us all together. ▪
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disposable sensors every year). The TPMS offered by Freescale 
consists of an eight-bit microprocessor with a program stored in 
non-volatile memory. Since the program, once written will never 
be changed over the life of the product, it can be written in ROM. 
However, sensor ID and calibration data must be stored in one-time 
programmable memory (OTP), non-volatile memory (NVM) that 
can be programmed at the end of the manufacturing cycle or in the 
field. The unnecessary read-write capability of Flash and EEPROM is 
not worth the cost both NVM memories would add to a sensor chip.

The TPMS is an example of a truly disposable design. The 
disposable nature of the battery-operated or energy-harvesting sensor 
dictates a memory that is low cost and low power. The two solutions 
that fit the requirement are ROM and OTP NVM. Both are 
fabricated in standard logic CMOS processes—thus not requiring 
the added manufacturing cost of Flash or embedded EEPROM. 
Both afford the extended operating temperature ranges demanded by 
automotive or other harsh environments. 

With a proliferating market for disposable sensor application 
in medical, sports performance monitoring, home and commercial 
building security, and many others, the demand for OTP NVM will 
continue to grow. Just as the mobile phone became the market driver 
for Flash memory, the IoT market will be the mainstream driver for 
OTP NVM. While a percentage of this will be for ROM memory, 
programmed when the circuit is designed, there will be a growing 
number of applications that will require OTP NVM, such as the 
anti-fuse OTP NVM, that can be programmed during final test or 
in the field.

ROM offers great cost, performance and power capability for 
applications such as the TPMS that are well defined. However, for 
applications that are subject to change or variation, ROM is limited 
by its design, validation and manufacturing cycle. ROM contents 

must be included in the GDSII of the system-on-chip (SOC) prior 
to mask making. Once the SOC is fabricated, changing its ROM 
contents requires a new mask set and full manufacturing cycle, both 
costly in time and money. Using many ROM versions of the same 
base design is costly and presents operations challenges (e.g. supply 
forecasting and inventory management; not having the right product 
mix at the right time is opportunity lost).

Summary
The IoT represents the next evolution in communications and 
computing. Besides connecting the “things” found in mobile phones 
and other intelligent mobile computing devices that humans use, 
to the cloud and big data, the inanimate objects that make up the 
world are rapidly being linked in as well. Over time these things will 
steadily grow more intelligent with more precise and more integrated 
sensors, along with greater computing power to process and forward 
this information to the cloud and big data. NVM will contain the 
intelligence for these things and will ride the wave of growth that the 
IoT will generate. ▪
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Roles of CMOS and MEMS continued from page 5

LTE Release 10 continued from page 9

utilized, no gain can be derived.
The third level of testing involves maximizing the performance of 

the PHY software on the TCI6636 SOC. In this phase, addition of 
new features such as carrier aggregation and UL/DL enhancements 
require the use of more DSP cores to take advantage of the potential 
performance increase. 

Lastly, together with a lead customer, the 4G PHY is combined 
with a 3G PHY. At this point, all the critical sub-systems, inter-core 
communication, shared memory, DDR interfaces, the Multicore 
Navigator and more will be stressed to identify problem areas. The 
protocol stack is added, split across one of the C66 cores and an 
ARM A15. Shared memory and communication between the PHY 
and stack is revalidated. This is seen as a potential system bottleneck.

Summary
Even though a company may have vast experience implementing 
Physical Layer software for LTE small cells and terminals, each new 
software defined radio platform supported brings new lessons and 
knowledge. The keys for successful evolution are to 1) secure a solid, 
known foundation and 2) iteratively evolve the complexity. These 

are not new principles for software developers, but the depth and 
breadth of complexity introduced with each new generation of LTE 
standards quickly exposes those who are overconfident and too hasty 
to not adhere to these fundamentals in their attempts to be first to 
market. ▪
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at a time. Such tests can find basic connectivity bugs – a DMA 
engine not hooked up correctly, for example. Since there is virtually 
no parallelism and no stress on the SOC’s buses, memories or I/O 
channels, corner-case bugs lurking deep in the design are likely to 
escape to silicon. With mask costs in the millions and time to market 
critical for many products, the time and money to re-fabricate a chip 
can jeopardize a project or even an entire company.

Running verification-specific C tests is the right idea, but humans 
can’t write enough tests or tests with enough complexity to do 
the job. The only viable solution is to find a way to automatically 
generate large numbers of test cases that stress the chip thoroughly 
and plug the verification gap. A few SOC companies have developed 
test generators, but these mostly automate the same sort of tests they 
used to write by hand. This speeds up the process but does little to 
improve the overall verification prior to tape-out.

A New Approach to SOC Verification
It is feasible to develop an automatic test case generator to plug the 
SOC verification gap (see Figure 3). It must generate the test cases 
in generic C, the most widely supported language, so that they can 
be compiled to run on any embedded processor. The test cases must 
be multi-threaded on each processor, and multi-processor so that all 
the processors are running code that interacts. The test cases must 
program the processors to thoroughly exercise all the IP blocks, both 
internal and external memories, and the SOC’s I/O channels. Rather 
than exercising one IP at a time, these test cases must run real user 
application scenarios, with as many scenarios running in parallel as 
the design allows.

In test cases where data must be sent on or off the chip, the 
verification environment must be able to interact and coordinate 
with the existing UVM virtual components on the I/O channels. This 
can be accomplished by having a run-time component in simulation 
that receives messages from the processors when data must be sent, 
received or checked. The test cases can send these messages via a 
simple memory-mapped mailbox. All test cases must be self-verifying 
so that a definitive pass or fail result is obtained. 

Finally, these test cases must run at least in simulation and 
simulation acceleration. Running the test cases in an RPP or on the 
actual silicon is more challenging since the simulation environment 
is no longer available. The run-time component must communicate 
with the physical I/O channels via some sort of hardware interface 
rather than through the UVM virtual components. Given such a 
connection, the same scenario model can generate test cases to run on 
virtual prototype simulation, register transfer level (RTL) simulation, 
RTL simulation acceleration, RPP and the fabricated SOC itself.

These requirements set a high bar for the generator; it needs to 
“know” how the SOC is intended to operate in order to produce 
high-quality test cases. The most efficient way to provide this input 
is with a graph-based scenario model that captures the design’s 
possible outcomes, data flow, potential parallelism and options for 
randomization. Scenario models look much like the sort of chip 
diagram that engineers typically draw to describe functionality and, 
in fact, may be used as part of the SOC documentation. These models 
provide the generator all the information it needs to automatically 
produce test cases that will exercise the SOC design.

Figure 3: Automatically Generated Test Cases Can Improve SOC 
Verification.
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Conclusion
The enormous capacity and complexity possible with today’s SOCs 
is enabling a “More than Moore” effect, especially when multiple 
processors are used to exploit parallelism. The downside is a 
“verification moor” leaving a gap that can easily miss show-stopper 
design bugs before tape-out. Fortunately, a solution exists that is 
gaining traction in the SOC development community5. Robust 
multi-threaded, multi-processor, self-verifying C test cases can be 
automatically generated from graph-based scenario models. These test 
cases, when running on the SOC’s embedded processors, verify the 
chip more thoroughly than UVM testbenches or hardware-software 
co-verification alone, filling the verification gap and increasing the 
chance for a working, market-ready product with first silicon. ▪
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